Challenging needs, challenging
environments, behaviour that
challenges – what can we and
others do?
The Hillingdon experience

Challenging needs, challenging
environments, behaviour that challenges –
what can we and others do?
• PBS at the community level
• Essential for Living
• Current literature about risk factors for the
development of behaviour that challenges
• Planned research

PBS at a community level – a joint
understanding of “behaviour”
Change the environment to fit
the child, e.g. lower the noise
level, add visuals, interact in a
different way, offer different
activities, improve Quality of
Life

Understand the
communication and
decode the message

Teach the child skills, e.g.
to ask for what they
want, to tolerate waiting,
to problem solve

PBS at the community level
Key working to co-ordinate access to all elements of the
pathway for children and families
•
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•Behavioural support
proactive physical &
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•and skills development
mental healthcare

Key working, based
on a functional
assessment

• Support to live an
•ordinary life
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Support to live
Behavioural
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•

(Adapted from The Challenging Behaviour Foundation and the National Development Team for Inclusion, 2016).

Essential for Living (McGreevy et al,
2014)

A Communication, Behavior and
Functional Skills Curriculum for
Children and Adults with Moderate to
Severe Disabilities

Risk factors for behaviour that
challenges
• Mixed literature – different populations, measures,
definitions
• Studies have looked at characteristics of the person,
other behaviours, skills, environmental issues
• Often no clear rational for why factors are chosen

Our plans in Hillingdon
• We started from the point of what skills we need to
teach young people if they present with behaviour
that challenges – communication and tolerance
• So are these the risk factors for developing
behaviour that challenges?
• Currently completing ethics application with Louise
Denne at Warwick University to look at the
relationship between levels of behaviour that
challenges and children's Essential Eight skills.
• We hope to collect the data in the spring term and
will keep you posted!
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